Scale Out
Multi-tier Storage
High-performance File Sharing with Integrated Archive
Storage capacity and performance demands continue to
increase, along with demand for the ability to share stored
information easily and efficiently across multiple operating
system platforms and multiple geographies. This demand has
led to increased popularity of Clustered File Systems.

Key Benefits for the Solution
• High-performance file access, supporting heterogeneous operating
system environments.

Based on a SAN infrastructure with separated metadata servers,
HyperFS provides an industry-leading solution rivaling others
that are ten times more expensive. Now with the integration
of QStar software, the solution automatically migrates older
and less frequently accessed data from the HyperFS SAN to
lowercost forms of storage, including tape, disk or full turnkey
systems with object storage technology for secure protection,
maximum scale and future re-use. Data in the archive is actively
accessible to multiple users.

• Scale-out architecture supports virtually unlimited capacity
• Reduced TCO using Scale Logic RAID and HGST ActiveScale
• High-speed through Metadata Controllers and direct block-based access
• Delivers significant storage cost savings using policy-based tiered
storage
• Flexible, vendor neutral archive solution supports widest choice of archive
storage technologies, including tape, disk, object storage, optical or cloud

This offers media and entertainment, oil and gas exploration,
satellite imaging, and scientific research organizations the
opportunity to store, access, and manage valuable data more
effectively and more economically.

• High levels of Data Security and Data Preservation
• Optional time stamp based partial file retrieval
• Optional mirroring and replication for archive disaster protection

High-performance File Sharing with Integrated Archive
High-speed access, shared processing,
collaboration with direct I/O over SAN using
FC, IB or iSCSI. Metadata traffic over LAN
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HyperFS SAN & Scale-Out NAS Storage
HyperFS is a scalable, high-availability, global file system supporting both block and file
based protocols simultaneously to deliver both high-bandwidth SAN and dynamic, on-thefly Scale-Out NAS functionality. HyperFS leverages 15+ years of software development
and is optimized for converging, content-centric workflows such as Broadcast, Film &
Video Post, VOD, OTT, and IPTV. Thousands of users world-wide rely on HyperFS’s
modular design and unique capabilities to not only Scale-up storage capacity, but to also
Scale-Out user performance independently, or in concert with one another.
					
Based on TCO, ease-of-use, optimized performance settings, and policy-based storage
tiering, HyperFS is quickly becoming one of the leading file systems for the global
Media and Entertainment industry. ISV’s and OEM’s around the world, such as NetApp,
use HyperFS as their trusted, high-performance file system because of it’s reliability,
enhanced data protection, and open systems design approach to leverage today’s
demanding client operating systems.
HyperFS provides a highly reliable SAN infrastructure. Using file system logs, fast FSCK
(file system check utilities) and unique default isolation techniques, HyperFS provides
a high level of data security. The solution has proven itself in hundreds of installations
around the world.

Created for Media &
Entertainment
Enterprise File System:

Supporting both block and file
based protocols simultaneously to
deliver both high-bandwidth SAN
and dynamic, on-the-fly Scale-Out
NAS functionality
Versatile Scalability: Powers a

full line of application servers and
powerful multi-tiered storage that
can expand into 100s of PBs

Cost-effective TCO: Ease-of-use,
optimized performance settings,
and policy-based storage tiering

QStar Archive Software
Two powerful QStar software products work together to facilitate data migration from the HyperFS SAN to a choice of archive
technologies, and to actively manage, preserve and protect data in the archive.
Network Migrator is a policy-based data manager that can identify data or assets on the SAN that are infrequently accessed, and
can migrate, copy or move the data identified to the archive. The data movement is transparent to the user and does not disrupt
workflow or data accessibility.
The standard default operation would be to migrate data. This process leaves a small stub file on the SAN, pointing to the new
location of the data. If a stub file is accessed on the SAN, automatically a data retrieval process is started. The file would be moved
back to the SAN allowing the asset to be used by one or many clients. If the file has not been modified, it can be remigrated back
to the archive, freeing SAN capacity for new data.
Multiple policies can be created using Network Migrator. This allows other operations to be run, perhaps at different times and on
different sets of data. An example would be the copying of static, unchanging data to the archive as a pre-migration method. This
has a number of benefits; providing additional levels of data protection by storing more content in the archive and moving data
overnight at lower SAN utilization times, rather than when capacity is required.
Archive Manager becomes the destination for all files migrated by Network Migrator. Archive Manager software can be installed on
a Scale Logic Genesis IAP server and creates an archive gateway, allowing data to be archived to the users choice of technology.
Genesis IAP and Archive Manager supports all versions of LTO, and proprietary IBM and Oracle tape drives and libraries, (with
LTFS volume-spanning or optimized proprietary formats), optical libraries, RDX, disk-based and object storage archive systems
plus cloud storage.
Archive Manager uses a disk cache on the Genesis IAP server to accept data at SAN speeds, then writes data to secure archive
media as it becomes available. For simple archive disaster protection, automatic media copies can be created using QStar’s media
copy feature. Archive Manager tracks all file copies, both online and offline, allowing primary or copy media to be removed from the
library. An email notification is sent to the Administrator if a file retrieve request is received for data that is only stored offline. For
more advanced disaster protection, replication or mirroring to other on-site or off-site storage is available.
If required, retention management policies can be created to prevent accidental deletion or over-writes of data in the archive.
Data is seen as read-only for the period set by the Administrator, this can be indefinite. At the end of the retention period, files are
returned to their natural read-write state or automatically purged from the archive.
Partial File Retrieval from the archive is also optionally available. This feature is particularly interesting for the Media and
Entertainment market, who wish to retrieve clips from the archive, a small percentage of a much larger movie file. QStar stores the
block locations of each file and if provided with the time stamp information can retrieve only the portion of the movie requested,
saving significant time and reducing costs.
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HGST ActiveScale for Media and Entertainment
With the growth of digital content, organizations in the media and
entertainment industry are having to archive or destroy valuable video, images
and content in order to make room for new digital assets. In 2013, media and
entertainment organizations archived 43% of their digital content and that
trend is expected to continue. HGST offers a revolutionary solution for the
growing need to make media assets more usable – eliminate archiving tiers
by creating a single logical volume. The HGST ActiveScale System combines
the accessibility of nearline storage with the economics of cold archiving to
deliver limitless scalability, long-term data protection, easy management,
minimal maintenance and very low TCO.

Extreme Scalability
The ActiveScale P100 is based on a modular architecture that starts with
720 terabytes (TB) of raw storage and grows in increments of 720TB to over
2PB. Additionally, the system can scale-out to over 19 petabytes. Each base
configuration delivers up to 3.5GB/ sec throughput for high productivity. IT staff
can easily add capacity and performance to keep up with high data growth
rates, and manage it with ease.

720TB (raw) to over 19PB (raw)
Easy to Deploy: - Rack space, power and network connections are all that is

needed

Flexible Scaling: Increase capacity with both scale-up and scale-out

configurations

High Resiliency: Up to 17 nines of data durability with advanced erasure coding
System Availability: Geo-spread system design protects data at less cost than traditional replication
Excellent TCO: Low acquisition cost, power/TB, and operating costs
Management: ActiveScale SM manages your entire namespace for efficient petabyte-scale storage management
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Contact HGST
Learn more about HGST Active Scale Systems by contacting epp@hgst.com or your HGST sales professional.
Our Proof of Concept (PoC) lab in San Jose, CA accelerates testing with a ready-to-use, fully configurable online
environment
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